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y first encounter with Whest Audio was back in 2008.
While it was then an all new name, the company is now
well known among analogue lovers and enjoys an outstanding reputation. Its owner, James Henriot, comes from the
studio sector, and he wanted to be able to recognise his work even
at home – which encouraged him to build phono amplifiers.
Nothing has changed in this respect until today. The result is a
remarkable product range which comprises nothing but phono
amplifiers; on this point James Henriot remains true to himself.
The model range is crowned by the Whest MC REF V Mk 4, which
is available for the impressive sum of 11,700 EUR. A price that, like
so many things, needs to be seen relatively; after all they proclaim
a top-notch quality level without extremely high price tags. And it’s
also true that somebody who treats himself to a phono amplifier in
the five-digit price segment will certainly not need saving up for it,
but nonetheless expect a high equivalent value in the form of finest
analogue sound experiences. Further discussions concerning this
matter are therefore pointless.
Over the years we have become accustomed to the fact that in
those spheres we find split-type devices, but here Whest takes
already a different approach. In general mains supply and amplifier section are separated from each other, and in the amp circuit
care is given to a strict channel separation. Not so with the MC REF
V Mk 4, for it contais quite simply two full-fledged monaural
phono amplifiers, which definitely represents the ultimate solution in terms of channel separation. A highly promising concept,
packed with a wealth of detail solutions.
The housing features a noble charcoal grey finish with mat red
side panels. Using a special technique, these are coated with an innovative lacquer. This finish is to reduce mechanical excitations, i.e.
structure- and airborne noise, and consequently »improve« midand high-frequency resolution – a method that’s been used exclusi-

Test: Phono Preamp Whest Audio MC REF V Mk 4

With their top-of-the-line model Whest Audio pursues the ultimate channel separation: the MC REF V
Mk 4 consists of two monaural phono amplifiers.

vely by Whest Audio so far. The external vibration
minimising is supplemented by a sophisticated mechanical decoupling of the amp’s circuit board from
the housing. This, too, serves to ensure a signal processing operation of the phono stage with as few
disturbances as possible. The interior features a consistent split design: the mains transformer is
mounted inside a narrow compartment that is separated from the amp section by a double wall, onto
which the cover lid in turn is screwed twice. All this
has been done in a very solid and flawless manner.
The front presents itself very plain with the logo
and a solitary LED as status indicator. Likewise, the
rear panel is pretty clear, because due to the dual mono concept each device has only one set of input and
output sockets. Beside the RCA input socket we have
the two output sockets, one RCA and one XLR. Whest
still regards an identical impedance on the signal conductors as a crucial criterion. Befitting their status,
the phono connectors are gold-plated. Mains socket
and power switch make the rear connection panel
complete. To adapt the phono input one must tinker
with the bottom side of the amplifiers, where the dip
switches are located under a cover secured by three
screws. Hence changing the connected values requires some effort. But that’s naggng on a high level, for
those who get themselves such a phono stage will
know the optimum values of their pickup cartridge
and certainly their dealer will deliver them an already
correctly set device. If, for once, the connected values
should not be right, this phono stage will tell you so
with such a great disfavour like I’ve never heard from
any other device in this category.
For the circuitry Whest has also picked a very special design with a class A input stage to beef up the
tiny MC signal. This has been realised using a fully
discrete layout with bipolar transistors. Whest believes that integrated circuits cannot achieve the superbly low noise levels of this assembly and are soundwise inferior, too. What goes out is a signal with a
hefty current strength, enabling the subsequent
RIAA equalisation to do an ultra precise job. A sophi-
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sticated voltage regulation with twenty
control modules is to quasi allow an operation like with a battery supply, but without ever »caving in«.
As the name implies, this phono stage
has been designed for moving coil
systems. This is quite obvious because,
according to the general opinion, MM or
MI systems have no say in this top league.
Personally I see this a bit differently and
I believe there are indeed some very attractive representatives of those species
around these days. However, those who
share my view may order the MC REF V
Mk 4 also with a gain stage suitable for
MMs (43 dB), which fortunately is available as a custom-made item. Now back to
the MCs for which the gain is adjustable
in four steps (54 / 60 / 65 / 68 dB). For
the load impedance the following values
of 100, 220 and 470 ohms and 1, 15 and
47 kiloohms are provided, the capaci-
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tance is variable in six steps of 82 picofarads each – those are, without exception,
definitely practice-oriented values.
The detailed manual is absolutely practice-oriented and, owing to its illustrations,
easy to understand. The included phono
cable is of a pleasant length and excellent
quality, it fully meets the requirements of
the phono stage. Another Whest-typical
treat is an extra RCA to mini jack cable as
a connection lead to the PC for digitising
LPs. Which, of course, is much better than
having to fiddle with an adapter.
Whest Audio specifies a break-in time
of 24 hours which the distributor explicitly recommends to extend to 150 hours.
Well, what am I supposed to say? Sinisa
Kovacevic from Gaudios is right in so far
as the final nuances do take their time –
but already after the mentioned 24 hours
one can enjoy music listening very, very
nicely without missing anything.

Those who put that much money into
a phono preamp will certainly not do this
to boost their prestige, because for this
purpose our hobby is just too fancy
again. Behind it there might rather be
the wish to extract the sonic maximum
out of a record collection which has mostly been growing over many years – and
to make even critical LPs listenable
which are near and dear to their owner.
So I start my listening session by browsing deep in the record rack, going far
back to the year 1966 when »Das neue
Esther und Abi Ofarim Album« came
out. It contains a mixed selection of songs
from different countries and cultural
spheres and even today still can impress.
But in terms of tracking and realisation
the disc is a challenge. This becomes
very evident in the track »Sometimes I
Feel Like A Motherless Child« which
dates from the era of slavery. Very far behind on the left side of the virtual sound
stage, one can hear a very gently played
drumkit, side by side with a plump
double bass. On the right side the organ
has been placed far behind in the back,
and right up front there’s a guitar which
is barely audible. Thus they make a
frame for Esther Ofarim who is standing
prominently in the middle. The sound
engineer truly had to master a real challenge back then, for Esther’s voice has an
incredible power and range which she is
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exhausting here to the full. At first the
song is pretty soft and then escalates towards a dramatic intensity, which can
break quite easily from »emotionally
compelling« to »very unpleasant« – this
puts high demands both on the pickup
and the phono amplifier. I was listening
to this piece over the EMT JSD 6, the van
den Hul Grasshopper III GMA and the
Roksan Shiraz, which are all known to be
descendants of the EMT pedigree, but
reveal noticeable differences in their
groove reading. At first the Grasshopper
responded very piquedly to a faulty
adaptation (too much gain and too low a
load impedance) with downright piercing sounds. With the correct adaptation,
which is equal for all three MCs, it returned to its »show-offy«, detail-oriented
performance, carving out the solitary
guitar in the most distinct way. The Roksan Shiraz, which returned in perfect
shape from a longer rehab stay, once
more displayed its fundamental skills,
precisely contouring the upright bass
with punch, illuminating the room in a
beautiful 3D style and giving the voice
full scope. The EMT JSD 6 is this manufacturer’s youngest offspring. It offered
an excellently balanced, sculptural and
coherent reproduction with an utterly
masterful integration of details. Thus
with these MCs the Whest MC REF V Mk 4
precisely revealed the potential of the
pickups and also made it clear very fast if
the right adaptation had been selected.

What thrills me time and again is the
souvereign way how this phono stage can
transform the inner energy and internal
structure of the music that is stored in
the record groove. The intention behind
the compositions virtually becomes alive
and discloses itself easily. This can be
experienced already with movie soundtracks. Henry Mancini created several
classical pieces of this genre. The title
track of »Pink Panther« gets the rose
tomcat pussyfooting through the acoustic landscape and then acting out frantically as well, the other tracks accompany the film in a congenial way.
»Theme« on »Hatari« is painting the
African jungle world with orchestral
colours and describes it in a mysterious,
almost frightening way. The atmosphere
changes for a jolly mood on the »Baby
Elephant Walk«, which illustrates the
cute nature of the little elephant just like
the behaviour of the entire herd. Those
recordings were made in 1962 and 1963
and are available as a reissue.
The MC REF V Mk 4 always conveys
»pure groove«; it refrains from a personal signature, which cannot be appreciated enough. Owing to a distinct feedback
the adaptation to the pickup system
works out perfectly and transforms mu-
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sic of the most diverse genres into an
emotional experience. By the way, it also
becomes evident that affordable systems,
too, can deliver an outstanding performance even on this demanding level and
leave nothing to be desired.

The Whest MC
REF V Mk 4 phono
preamplifier unconditionally belongs to the summit plateau of the analogue Mount Olympus. Its
ever captivating, emotionally thrilling
reproduction combined with a remarkable precision earns it a bold recommendation. Gentlemen, by all means, lend
your ears to this one. Helmut Rohrwild ■
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